Abstract. Combining combinatorial methods from set theory with the functional structure of certain Banach spaces we get some results on the isomorphic structure of nonseparable Banach spaces.
Introduction. In this paper we study certain problems on the isomorphic structure of Banach spaces, some of which are conjectures or problems posed by researchers in the field. Our methods are to a large extent infinitary combinatorics; an unexpected by-product of our results, together with Haydon's counterexample, is that the answer to most of these problems and conjectures is independent of Z.F.C. for a = w+, while they have an affirmative answer for higher cardinals. More precisely our results can be summarised as follows. Theorem A (3.1). If a > w+, X is a Banach space such that Lx{-\, 1}" « isomorphic to a subspace of X*, then /J is isomorphic to a subspace of X. Theorem B (6.11) . Assume Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis. If X is a Banach space such that L'{-1, 1}"* is isomorphic to a subspace of X*, then X contains an isomorphic copy of Iq*.
Theorems A and B give an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Pelczynski [13] ; in conjunction with a counterexample by Haydon, it follows that Petczynski's conjecture is independent of Z.F.C. for a = w + . The proofs of Theorems A and B are given in § §3 and 6, below, respectively. Theorem C (4.2). // a > w+, X is a Banach space, A is an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) measure, and T: Lx{-\, 1}"-» X*, U: X* -> Lx(\) are bounded linear operators such that U ° T is an isomorphic embedding, then Za is isomorphic to a subspace of X, where z* = ( 2 © zt), zt -( 2 © '"(«)) /<*-é < «• Theorem D (6.3). Assume Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis. If X is a Banach space, X is an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) measure, and T: Lx{-\, 1}" -> X*, U: X* -» LX(X) are bounded linear operators such that U ° T is an isomorphic embedding, then Zu+ is isomorphic to a subspace of X.
Theorems C and D imply an affirmative answer to a problem by Hagler and Stegall [7] ; in conjunction with the counterexample by Haydon, mentioned above, it follows that the Hagler-Stegall conjecture is independent of Z.F.C. for a = w+. The proofs of Theorems C and D are given in § §4 and 6, below, respectively. Theorem E (5.2). Let a be a strongly w+ inaccessible with cf(a) > co + ; if X is a subspace of L°°(n)for some finite measure p with dim X = a then lx is isomorphic to a subspace of X.
Theorem E improves some previous results about the universal embedding of lx into the subspaces of L°°( p) spaces. The proof of this theorem is given in §5 below.
Theorem F (7.3). Let X be an infective Banach space of dimension a. The following are equivalent: (a) lx is isomorphic to a subspace of X; (b) X* is isomorphic to (C{-1, 1}°)*.
Statements (a) and (b) are two independent problems posed by Rosenthal [14] . The proof of Theorem F is given in §7. Also in the same section we prove the following.
Theorem G (7.1). Assume Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis. If X is a Banach space, X is an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) measure, and LX(X) is isomorphic to X*, then there is a set A and a set of cardinals {at : y E T] such that LX(X) is isomorphic to /'(A)e( 2 © c({-i, ip)*).
Vysr >x
Theorem G gives an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Rosen thai [14] ; in conjunction with the counterexample by Haydon, mentioned above, it follows that Rosenthal's conjecture is independent of Z.F.C.
Acknowledgement. The author thanks Professor S. Negrepontis for useful conversations on the subject of this paper. He is also grateful to Dr. R. Haydon for his valuable help during the preparation of the paper. In particular his suggestions allowed the author to simplify the proofs of some results of the paper. 0. Preliminaries. The ordinals are defined in such a way that an ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals. A cardinal is an ordinal not in one-to-one correspondence with any smaller ordinal. The cofinality of a cardinal a, denoted cf(a), is the least cardinal ß such that a is the cardinal sum of ß many cardinals, each smaUer than a. A cardinal a is regular if a = cf(a), and singular if cf(a) < a. The least cardinal strictly greater than ß is denoted by ß +. A cardinal a is a successor cardinal if it is of the form a = ß + for some ß; every successor cardinal is regular. The cardinality of the natural numbers is denoted by w. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by \A\.
We denote by 9(a) (resp., ^(a)) the set of subsets of a (resp., the set of subsets of a of cardinality less than k). The cardinality of $ (a) is denoted by 2".
The continuum hypothesis is the statement <o + =2". The generalized continuum hypothesis is the statement a + = 2" for all infinite cardinals a.
If a is a cardinal, then a is called strongly <o +-inaccessible if ßu < a for any ß < a, and we write a 3> w + .
For set theoretic background, we refer the reader to [4] . By L'(jli) we denote the Banach space LX(Q,, 2, ¡i) of equivalence classes of complex u-measurable functions such that ||/||, = j\f\ dp < co (where ß is a set, 2 is a a-algebra of subsets of ñ, and ju is a positive measure on 2); by ¿""(ix) we denote the Banach space L°°(ß, 2, ¡i) of equivalence classes of complex ju-measurable fi-essentially bounded functions, with H/H«, = ju-ess. supwgf2 |/(w)|. If ñ = {-1, l}7, 2 is the a-algebra of Borel sets of fi, and u is the (unique) probability Haar measure on the (compact abelian) topological group {-1, l}7, we denote L'(fl, 2, u) (resp. L°°(il, 2, /*)) by Lx{-1, l}7 (resp. L°°{-1, l}7); the measure /t is alternatively described as follows: Let v be the measure on {-1, 1} defined by v{-\] = v{l) =i, and let ¡i be the product measure of the ¡i¡, with n¡ = j> for all i E I. If 0 =£ N c I, we denote by ¡iN the probability Haar measure on {-1, 1}^.
If Z is a Banach space, Z* denotes its dual; if T: Z-» X is a bounded Unear operator, then T*: X* -> Z* denotes the conjugate operator.
We denote by M(S) the space of all regular finite complex-valued Borel measures on S; we identify C(S)* with M(S) by the Riesz representation theorem. Moreover, if ju is a positive element of M(S), we identify Lx((i) with the (complemented) subspace of M(S) consisting of all measures X with À absolutely continuous with respect to ju, by the Radon-Nikodym-Lebesgue theorem. We identify L°°(it) with (Lx( u))*, for any a-finite measure space. Given a set T, I X(T) denotes the Banach space of all complex-valued functions / defined on T such that 2Yer |/(y)| < oo, with ||/|| = 2Yer \f(y)\. By the canonical basis of lx(T) we refer to {ey: y E T}, where ey(8) = 1 if y = 8, ey(8) = 0 if y ¥= 8, for y E T.
A subset {by: y E T} of a Banach space Z is said to be equivalent to the canonical basis of lx(T) if the correspondence T: {ey: y ET}->{¿>y: y ET}, defined by Tey = by for y ET, can be extended to an isomorphism of lx(T) with the closed linear span of [by: y E T). If |r| = a, we denote lx(T) by lx; if |T| = w, we denote lx(T) by /'. Given a family {X¡: i E 1} of Banach spaces, we denote by (2,e/ © X,)i tne Banach space of all x = (x,: i E I), with x¡ E X¡ for i E I, such that ||x|| = 2/e/ Ik!!,-< oo. 1 . Some combinatorial results.
Lemma Erdös-Rado.
Let a > co be a regular cardinal and <f>: a -> ^(a) a function. Then there are Ada and N c a such that (i) \A\ = a, and (ii) for every £" £2 EA,£x=t £2, ¥£\) n <?(Q = N.
1.2. Lemma [3] . Let a be a singular cardinal with cf(a) > w anJ <p: a -» ^"(a) a function. Then there are (a) a family {Aa: a < cf(a)} ofpairwise disjoint subsets of a, (b) a family {Na: a < cf(a)} of subsets of a and N a subset of a such that (01 U "<,*(") ^01 = «,
(ii) if a < cf(a) a/J¿£" £2 G Aa, with |, ^ |2, «#£,) n «K^ = #.. and (in) i/ a, < a2 < cf(a) an¿ £, G ¿0], £2 G A0i then <K?i) n tffe) = M 1.3. Theorem (Hajnal) [8] . Lei a > co + be a cardinal and 4>: a -» ^"-(a) a function; then there is A c a, with \A \ = a, such that if£x, £2 G A, and |j ^ £2, then Ê, « </>&)• In the rest of this section we present some combinatorial consequences of the above theorems.
1.4. Proposition. Let a > co + be a cardinal and <}>: a -> <3)u)+(a) a function. Let also {Wn: n < «} be a partition of a into pairwise disjoint sets such that \W"\ = a for all n < co.
TTie« there is A G a such that (i) \A n Wn\ = a for all n < co, and
(ii) 1/ £" £2 G ^, I, * fe then £, G tffe).
Proof. For each « < co we consider a well-ordering of Wn; let IFn = {¡¡£: I < a}, and we define a function/: a = U "<w Wn-* aby the rule/(f¿O = £. 1.5. Proposition. Let a > w + be a cardinal and <?: a -» 9u+(a),f: a -» 9(a) be functions such that if ¿, < £2 < a then f(£x) n jXii) = 0-Then there is an A c a, with \A\ = a, such that if £x, £2 E A, with £, =£ £2, then </>(£,) n/(l2) = 0.
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume that/(|) ¥= 0 for all £ < a. Let F: a -> a be a function such that if f < a and f G /(£) for some £ < a, then F(f) = £; otherwise F(£) = f.
We define ft: a -> ^^(a) by the rule ft(£) = F(c/>(£)); we apply HajnaPs theorem and we find a set A, subset of a, with \A\ = a, such that if £,, £2 G /I, and £, # £2, then ¿, G Afe).
It is easy to verify that for £,, £2, as above,/(£,) n «Kli) = 0-The next proposition is a combination of Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and the above proposition.
1.6. Proposition.
Let a » co + be a cardinal with cf(a) > co +, and c>: a -> ?Pw+(a), /: a -» ?Pw(a) be functions.
Then there are (a) a family {Aa: a < cf(a)} of pairwise disjoint subsets of a, (b) a family {Na: o < cf(a)} affinité subsets of a, and N finite set such that It is easy to prove the following.
2.2. Lemma. Let I be a nonempty set. Then the set {TlM: M E 9U(I)} generates a linear space dense in L'{-1, l}7.
Let /be a function on {-1, l}7 and N c /. We say that/depends on the set N if for all elements yx,y2 of (-1, l}nN and x E {-1, 1}" it holds that f(x,yx) = fix, y 2).
If / is an essentially bounded measurable complex function on {-1, l}7, there is an h that differs from / on a set of null measure and h depends on a countable subset of /.
In the remainder, by writing/ G L°°{-1, l}7 we mean that [/] G L°°{-1, l}7, and/depends on a countable subset of L 2.3. Definition. Let / be a set and K a nonempty subset of /. We let PK:Lx{-\,l)K^Lx{-\,\}' denote the natural embedding, and P*:L~{-\, 1}7^L~{-1, 1}* be the conjugate of PK. Also, by L°°{-1, 1} we denote R and by P* the integration functional.
2.4. Lemma. Let I be a set, K a subset of I and f an element of L°°{-1, 1 }7 which depends on a set N of coordinates. Then nu) = PènM where we consider P%nN(f) as an element of L°°{-1, \}K in the natural way.
Proof. We set/, = Pjjf(/) and/2 = Fj£nA,(/). From Lemma 2.2 it is enough to check the equality of /,,/2 on the set {TIM: M E ^(ÄT)}. Case 1. M c K n N. Then f2(TlM) = / PKnN(TLM)fdp = / TlM f dp = fx(UM). IfiUM dfi = //2nMN{i} Tl( dp. = S ITj dp. S f2TiM\{i) dp = 0.Oa the other hand /.(nw) = / fPK(TlM) dp = j fTLM dp = 0.
So the proof is complete.
2.5. Corollary. Let K c I and f E L°°{-1, l}7, which depends on a set N of coordinates; then P%(f) depends on a subset of K f\ N.
3. In this section we establish the possibility of embedding lx isomorphically into a Banach space X, assuming that its dual X* contains isomorphically L'{-1, 1}", provided a > co +.
Pelczynski has proved this statement for a = co and conjectured in [13] that this statement is true for all cardinals a. Thus in Theorem 3.1 below we prove this conjecture for cardinals greater than co + .
In Theorem 3.2, we prove that for certain classes of cardinals, the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 also holds under weaker assumptions.
3.1. Theorem. Let a be a cardinal greater than co+ and X a Banach space such that L'{-1, 1}" is isomorphic to a subspace of X*. Then X has a subspace isomorphic to lx.
Proof. Let T: L'(-l, 1}" -> X* be an isomorphism and we denote by T*:X**^L°°{-1, 1}" the conjugate of T, which is onto and H>*-continuous. From Goldstine's and open mapping theorems, there is a natural number k > 0 such that T*(S^) is w*-dense in S¿»{_, xr, where SXK = {x E X: \\x\\ < k} and S¿~{_x>1}. is the unit baU of L°°{-1, 1}".
Let e > 0. We choose a family {xs: i-< a} of elements of S£+e according to the rule:
For £ < a we consider the projection P{*í}: L°°{-1, 1}"->L0°{-1, 1}{Í};
then P{*{) ° T*(S?+e) contains the unit ball of L°°{-1, l}{i}, and consequently there is x£ G S?+e such that Pfc ° T*(x() = n£.
For every £ < a we set Ni to be the countable subset of a on which the function T*(x() depends.
We apply Hajnal's theorem for the family {Ar£: £ < a} and we define a subset A of a such that, for every £ G A, A n iV£ c {£}• Let P*: L°°{-1, 1}" -» L°°{-1, I}-4, and £ E .4. Since J»fe) ° r*(jc£) = n£, T*(x() depends on the |th coordinate, and so A n N( = {¿}. Now from Lemma 2.4, we have that P* ° T^(^) = -P{*} ° r*(*t) = ní for allí e ¿, and since {Il£: ¿ G v4} is equivalent to the usual /'(/I) base, the same is true for the family {x£: i E A). Then the family {x(: £ G A} is equivalent to the usual base of /t/1). 3.3. Remark. Theorem 3.1 has been proved for regular cardinals a>w+ by Haydon in [9] , and for cardinals a such that a and cf(a) » co + by Negrepontis and the author in [3] . These proofs use the Erdös-Rado lemma and its extension to singular cardinals given in [3] .
4.
4.1. Definition. Let a be a cardinal. We set Z = ( 2 © /"(«)) and Za = ( 2 © z\ where Z^ = Z for all £ < a.
Remark. The space Za has been introduced in [7] by Hagler and StegaU; it is useful in the study of dual spaces; in fact, Stegall has proved in [18] that an isomorphic embedding of Za into a Banach space X implies an isomorphism between (C(-l, 1}°)* and a complemented subspace of X*.
In this section we study the embedding of Za into a Banach spaces X for which X* has a relationship with LX(X) spaces.
4.2. Theorem. Let a be a cardinal greater than co+, X a Banach space and T, U operators such that T: Lx { -1, 1}" -> X* and U: X* -» L l(X) for some measure X such that U ° T: L'(-l, 1}" -* LX(X) is an isomorphism. Then X has a subspace isomorphic to Za.
Proof. We denote by U*, T* the conjugate operators of U and T, respectively. Also, we define a well-order < on a X co, so that this set has the same order type as the cardinal a.
Using transfinite induction we choose (i) a family {X^ny £ < a, n < co) of finite dimensional subspaces of X; (ii) for every (£, n) E a X o¡ a family {g^y 1 < j < 2n) of elements of T(LX{-1, 1}«);
(iii) a family [A^ny (£, n) E a X co) of pairwise disjoint countable subsets of a such that (a) for every (£, ri) E a X co there is a family [x^y. 1 < i < n) of elements of Xi(n) that generates X{in); (b) there are positive numbers #" #2 such that for every (£, n) E a X co and x E X(in) where x = ~Z"i=, t¡x^0 we have that #, max |i,| < ||x|| < d2 max \t,\, and consequently there is A > 0 such that the Banach-Mazur distance d(X(M, /-(«)) < A; and (c) for every (£, n) E a X co and 1 < j < 2n there is t/>(£^ G L'{-1, 1}° depending on the set A(( ") such that (ci) T+(tj) = g(tj> H*<fe/)ll * *> and (Cj) there is # > 0 and e > 0 such that S«,//*«,.)) > ö ifJ = '. £(&/)(*«.<)) < ~9 ÚJ " » + '. and I S<fc/)(*(í,o)l < e/" otherwise.
Let (£0, n0) E a x co and we suppose inductively that for each (£, n) -< (£0, n¿) we have chosen X(M, {g(£i/): 1 < / < 2«}, yl(£n) so that they satisfy conditions (a), (b) , (c) above. « For (£, n) < (£0, n0) we let AT^ denote the countable set of coordinates on which the finite dimensional subspace T*(X((n)) of L°°{-1, 1}" depends.
Since the cardinality of the set
is less than -< , there is an infinite countable set A^n<i> c a\ H^n<¡).
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We choose a sequence (0(£ A): X < co) of measurable subsets of {-1, 1}° such that (i) each O(io> X) depends on A^ n<¡) and p(0^) > 0; and (ü) <W,)
We set n o, «0A2) = 0 for all X, < A, < co.
and let/(£o>A) = U ° 7X<i>(£?X)) for aU X < co.
Since {</>(£ A): X < co} is equivalent to the canonical base of /J, and U ° T is an isomorphism, it follows that there are positive numbers mx, m2 that depend only on the operators (U, T) such that, for each choice of scalars {cx, c2,. . . , cK) and {X" X2, . . ., XJ, we have mx 2 \c,\ > (ii) supp w(£oiA>) c %foKV and (m) //(WS.)' w(fo\> ^ > w2/2^,-We choose 2n0 elements of the sequence {XK: k < co}, say (XK , . . . , Xlc }, and we set = U*w« -U*w(i
It is easy to verify that if {cx, c2, ■ . . , cn } are scalars, then
Also we set *(W) = c^^ for all 1 < j < 2n0, and g(£o>/) = 7X*(&i)) for aU 1 < j < 2n0, and we observe that
S<io,n0+0(xZo) < -Kl^x = 0, and |g(io,-)(x(*£*0)| < e/«0.
From the local reflexivity theorem [11] we choose a family (x(£ (): 1 < / < n0] of elements of X such that O) ««^(-W -x*&)(S<toJ>> for a11 1 < ' < «o and 1 < y < 2n0, (ii) if jc -2?i, CiX(M then d, max |c,.| > ||x|| > #2 max |c(.|, where dx = \\U*\\ + e, #2 = m\/4mx -e > w|/8w,, and we set -Y^ "^ for the space generated by the family {x(£ ¡,: 1 < / < «0}. This is the end of the inductive construction.
For each (£, n) we let ^V(i>B) be the countable subset of a on which the finite dimensional space T*(X^n/j depends. We also set^L, = {(£, ri): £ < a}.
We apply Proposition 1.4 for the families {N^ny (£, ri) E a X co}, {A(("y (£, ri) G a X co} and the partition {A": n < co}, and we choose A c a X co such that |A n AB| = a, and for every (£,, nx) =£ (£2, n^ elements of A we have that •^(í!,"!) n ^(Í2."2) = ^-^e claim that the space that generates the family {X((ny. (£, ri) E A} is isomorphic to Za.
In order to prove this, it is enough to verify that if (£, . So X* contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to L'(0, 1), and it follows from [7] that X contains the space Z.
Corollary.
Let a be a cardinal greater than co + and X a Banach space such that L'{-1, 1}" is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X*. Then Za is isomorphic to a subspace of X.
Let X be an S,oe space such that L!{-1, 1}° is isomorphic to a subspace of X*. Then X contains a subspace isomorphic to Zaand (22»©L'{-1, l}a)i is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X*.
Proof. Since X is an tx space, X* is a complemented subspace of LX(X) for some measure X; from Theorem 4.2 we have that Za is isomorphic to a subspace of X. The second part is a consequence of a result of StegaU in [18] . Proof. Using transfinite induction, we choose a family {yv: tj < a} in the following way:
Let tj0 < a be an ordinal and assume that, for every tj < tj0,^ has been chosen. Let A',, be the subset of a on which the function y depends, and we set L = U "^" AL. Since a » co+ we have that dimL°°{-l, 1}7"»<|L°°{-1, l}7"o| = |/Ju <«.
Consequently, there are two elements of {x£: £ < a} such that p/"0(*i(io.i)) = ■P/,0(x£(7io.2))-
We set yVo = x£ t -x£ . This completes the definition of the family {y : i] < a}. We observe that (i) J y^ dp = 0;
(ii) for each r¡ < a there is a finite A^ subset of a, and a function gv = r?TlM Since ^(.V,,) = 0, it follows that /j^IL^ rf/i = 0 for all M^ E Lx. So \<\S yr,-Kdp\=\?.M^Li-r?hvTlMJp\.
We put g, = 2^^-r^n^, and we observe that ||g,||, < ||/ \ P,J\ ■ ||AJ < 2, where P, is the usual projection of L'{-1, 1}" onto L'{-1, 1}7\ and / is the identity map of Ll{-1, 1}". Now using Proposition 1.6 for the families (A^: tj < a), {Av: tj < a] we choose a family {&": o < cf(ct)} and [Ma: a < cf(a)}, M, such that 5.2. Theorem. Let abe a cardinal strongly co4-inaccessible and cf(a) > co+. 7Ae« every subspace X of L°°{-1, 1}" with dim X = a has a subspace isomorphic to lx.
Remark. If we assume G.C.H. the result of Theorem 5.1 or 5.2 takes the following simple form:
If a is a cardinal with cf(a) > co + and a is not the successor of a cardinal ß with countable cofinality, then each closed subspace X of L°°{-1, 1}" with dim X = a contains isomorphically a copy of lx.
It is known that if cf(a) = co then there is no universal embedding of lx into L°°{-1, 1}". Also, if a = ß+ and/? > cf(/?) = co then a subspace X of L°°{-1, 1}"
contains isomorphically a copy of /-. 5.4. Remark. Theorems 5.1, 5.2 were proved by Negrepontis and the author in [3] for certain classes of cardinals. In particular, Theorem 4.13 of [3] states that for cardinals a with a, cf(a) both strongly co + -inaccessible there is a universal embedding of/"'into L°°{-1, l}a. The proof makes use of the Erdös-Rado lemma for regular cardinals, and its extension to singular cardinals given in [3] . 5.5. An example. The results of [3] , like those of [6, 9] , and [10] depended on the existence of independent famihes of sets in order to get embedding of / X(T) spaces. The following example shows that such techniques would not be adequate to yield the result of 5.1. We make use of the following.
Lemma.1 Assume M.A.+~\C.H.
There is a family {Ka: a < 2U] of closed subsets of (0, 1}" with X(Ka) > 0 for all a < 2", such that no subfamily with 2U cardinality has nonempty intersection.
We pass now to the construction of the family {/£: £ < a}. First we choose a family {aa: a < 2"} such that aa <a and 2<,<(t,+ «0 = a; then using transfinite induction we choose a family {^ : £ < 2"} such that (i) if aa < £ < aa+x, then % c K" X {-1, 1}«-" with p(%) > 0; and,
(ii) if £, < £2 < a then p(%>A%1) > 0. We consider the family {X^ : £ < a}. From Theorem 5.2 there is an A c a such that |y4| = a, and the family (ÀV: £ G A] is equivalent to the usual base of ¡X(A). We set/£ = Xq, . Then the family {/£: £ G A) has the desired properties.
6. Under Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis we prove the analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 for the case where a = co +. We give all the details of the proof for the analogue of Theorem 4.2 and a description of the simpler proof of the analogue of 3.1.
6.1. Definitions and notations. Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set. A subset D of P is dense in P if for each x E P there is y E D such that y < x. A finite subset F of P is compatible if there is a y EP such that, for each x E F, y < x. A subset of P is a filter if each finite subset F of ^ is compatible. A partially ordered set (P, <) has the countable chain condition (c.c.c.) if each family of elements of P consisting of pairwise incompatible elements is countable.
6.2. Martin's axiom (M. A.) [16] . Let (P, <) be a partially ordered c.c.c. set. If a < 2" is a cardinal and {A£: £ < a} is a family of dense subsets of P, there is a filter <5 such that 5nAj^0 for all £ < a.
6.3. Theorem. Assume M.A. and \C.H. Let X be a Banach space and T, U be bounded linear operators such that T: L'{-1, 1}" ->X*, U: X* -* LX(X) for some measure X, and U ° T is an isomorphic embedding. Then Zw+ embeds isomorphically into X.
We need some preparation before we go into the proof of this theorem. First we assume that || 7"|| = \\U\\ = 1, and we choose, fix for the rest of this section, numbers e > 0, 0 > 0 such that 0=\(\\(UoT)-x\\-xf and e < 9/2.
By F, G we denote finite subsets of <3'a(Sx+e) and by /, g finite subsets of (3'a((ú+); for simplicity we write P* instead of P¡jf. (ii) hir\i = 0andhinhr= 0 for all £ < ? < co + . Proof. Assume the contrary; then we define a decomposition (A{, . . . , A{} into pairwise disjoint sets, each with cardinality X\ Since the conclusion is false, there is a 1 < L < X such that, for each / G A,, A, n (U ,^, A,) =£ 0. For the set A) we define again a decomposition {A?, . . . , A^} into pairwise disjoint sets with |A?| = X*-1 and we define a A? such that, for every / E A?, Nj n (U/V=í A?) ^ 0. So every set A, îorj G A^ contains at least two elements. Following this process in the k + 1 step we find a j such that the set A, contains at least k + 1 elements, a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Let L = U ° T\L,{_X 1}-+: Lx{-\, 1}"+ -» L'(X). Then by assumption, L is an isomorphic embedding. We set m = HL'y-1. Inductively for each £ < co+ with £ = a + k with o a limit ordinal and k a finite ordinal we set ni = (KY" where X,, = 2(k + 1) and vK = [2(k + l)/e] + 1 and we choose a finite subset of co + , M£, such that 21*7«1 > n£, M£i n A/£j = 0, Affi n £, = 0 for all £, < £2 < co + .
For each £ < co+ we consider elements ef,...,e% of (-1, l}*7« and we set for aU We choose w\, . . . ,w\ in L°°(X) such that (i) supp wf c Ef,
Since \\P¡, ° L*|| < 1, we have that, for X,, X2, . . . , X" scalars, , E* pairwise disjoint '£ ° ¿*( 2 \h¿ j < sup |X|. With no loss of generality we assume that A^ = {1, . . ., 2(k +1)}. We set (x**)^=\(U*wf-U*w:+x+i) for all 1 < i < k + 1 and from local reflexivity theorem we choose {*/: 1 < / < k} such that (i) II2Í-, \xf\l < (1 + e)sup|X,|; (ii)II^H < l;and (iü) P*,( ° T*(xf)(ef) > m2/8 = 9, P*,( <> r*(x«X*¿+,) < -m2/* = 9, and -e/(K + 1) < Pf,t ° T*(xf)(ej) < s/(k + 1) for all 1 < j < 2(k + \),j * i,j * k + i. Now setting H( = {x\, . . . , x*+x) and A£ = M£ it follows that the pair ({r7£}, (A£}) is an elementary (*)-pair, and the proof is complete.
The following lemma gives a criterion for the existence of two (*)-pairs (elementary or not) (Fx,fx), (F^f^ such that (Fx u F2,fx u /j) is also a (*)-pair. 6 .7. Lemma. Let {(F",f"): n < co}, (F,f) be (*)-pairs such that
(ii) I U /"| < M, | U /| < M for some natural number M, (iii) PfUÂ ° T*x = Pf ° Vxfor all xE (J Fn, n < co. 77ie« /Aere ù an n0 < co skcA r/W /or every n > n0(Fn \J F,fn\j f) is a (*)-pair.
Proof. Since for every x E U F the function Pf ° T*x has finite range there is a positive number tj = i)(F,f) such that, for every H E F, xx, x2 G H, xx =£ x2 the following hold:
, where Ax¡, Bx¡ are the associated sets of the element xx, and k = \H\.
From this and the assumption (iii) it follows that (Fn u F, f" U f) is a (*)-pair provided ||P^ o r*x -Pf ° r*x|| < tj when x E \J F.
Since 7*x is an essential bounded function it follows that T*x is L2-integrable and so there is an expression of it in L2-norm as T*x = 2 {«A/IV M E 9>>+)}.
Also the expression of P* ° T*x, for some A c co+, in || ||2 is PX°T*x = 2 [aMUM: M E %(A)}.
From this and the assumption (i) it follows that for every x E U F the vectors {P/uf ° T*x -Pf ° T*x: n < co} are orthogonal. This implies that there is an n0 such that for every x E \J F and n > n0 \\Pfu/ o T*x -Pf o T*x\\2 < tj/2".
And since |(U /) U (U /B)| < 2M it follows that VU* -P?x\\" < 2^^'2\\Phsx -Pfx\\2 < t,
for every x E U F and n > n0. The proof is complete.
6.8. Lemma. 7Aere is £o < co+ such that if n is a natural number and (F, f) a (*)-pair with f E <3>u(co+ \ £0) then far each f < co+ there are h E 9u(u+ \ f ) and H = {xx, . . . , x"} such that (i) »/X,, . . ., X" are real numbers 2 hxJ < (1 +e)sup|A,|;
(ii) the pair (F \j {H),f u {h}) is a (*)-pair.
Proof. Assume the contrary; then there are (i) a family {(F(,ft): £ < co+ } of (*)-pairs, (ii) a family {f£ : £ < co +} of ordinals, (iii) a family ( «£ : £ < co+} of natural numbers such that /£ n /£ =0 for £, < £2 < co+ and for each £ < co+ there is no elementary (*)-pair ({7/£}, {A£}) such that \H(\ = n(, A£ G 90(u+ \ f£) and {F( u {H(),f( U {A£}) is a (*)-pair.
With no loss of generality, by passing if it is necessary to a subfamily with the same cardinality, we assume that for all £ < co + , | U /£| = k and n£ = n. Let {£, < £2 < • • • <£"<...:«< co} be a sequence of ordinals. For each £" we set Nn to be the countable subset of co+ on which depends the function {T*x: x E U F^} and we choose an ordinal f0 such that UB_, A^ c ?0> SUP«<« ?$, < fo and UB_, (U f^) C f0-Then by Lemma 6.5 there is an elementary (*)-pair ({//}, {A}) such that A c co+ \ f0, \H\ = n and H satisfies (i). Also since N^ n A = 0 from Lemma it follows that for every n < co and x G U FP LW ° T** = Pi ° ***• So from Lemma 6.6 it follows that there is a natural number n0 such that (.F> u [H},fe U {A}) is a (*)-pair, a contradiction, and the proof is complete.
6.9. Construction of (P, < ). Using transfinite induction we choose
(1) a family (F£: £ < co + } and We set P = U£<w+ P( and for each £ < co+ % = U"2£ %f, and for (F,f), (G, g) in P we set (G, g) < (F,/) iff F c G and/ c g. Obviously the set (P, <) is a partially ordered set and each %£ is a dense subset of P. 6 .10. Lemma. TAe set (P, <) has the c.c.c.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We choose a family {(F£,/£): £ < co+} of pairwise distinct elements of P. From the Erdös-Rado A-system lemma (Lemma 1.1) we can assume that there are F,/such that for every £, < £2 F£[nFi2=F and /£, n 4 = / Let us assume that F =?*= 0, / ^ 0 (if F = 0, / = 0 the proof is analogous). We let N be the subset of co+ on which the set {T*x: x E H and H E F) depends, and for each £ < co+ we denote by N( the subset of co+ on which the set {T*x: x E H and H E F(\ F} depends.
We choose A c co + such that Proof of Theorem 6.3. Using Martin's axiom we choose a filter ÍF subset of P such that *% n %£ ^ 0 for all £ < co + . We prove that the closed linear space which is generated from the family {x E X: 3(F,/) G 5" and H E F with x E H) is isomorphic to Zu+.
We note first, by the inductive assumption (2.a), that for each n < co there are uncountably many H such that \H\ > n, H E F, and (F,f) E <3. Also, if {(F,,/): i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is a finite subset of Hx, H2, . . . , Hn and is such that H¡ G F¡, H¡ =£ H¡ for 1 < /, < i2 < «, and _y,, j2, . .. ,yn are nonzero elements of A', such that >7j = 2^_, Xfxf where x{' ¥= x-j2 for 7, =£j2 and je/ e H¡ for all y = 1, . . . , k,, then we have In fact, the first part of the inequality is a direct consequence of the inductive assumption (l.f).
For the second part, since *% is a filter there is an (F,f) E 3F such that //, G F for all 1 = 1, 2, . . . , n and for each 1 < i < n we choose /", such that |V'| = sup,</<K>. IVI-Then, setting K= C\ tAL The proof of the theorem is now complete.
6.11. Theorem. Assume Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis. Let X be a Banach space such that there is a norm one, one-to-one operator T: L'{-1, 1}W -» X*. Then /J+ is isomorphic to a subspace of X.
An outline of the proof of this theorem is as follows. for all x E F, by Lemma 2.4, we have that the pair (*(/-,/>, £(^,/>) is the desired one. Proof of 6.11. Using Lemma 6.13 we construct a partially ordered set (F, <) in the same way as in 6.9 and using similar arguments as in Lemma 6.10 we prove that F is c.c.c. From Martin's axiom it follows that there is a filter f with uncountably many elements. For every n < co we set En = {x E X: 3(F,f) E <3 with x E Fand \\x\\ < «}.
Since W is uncountable there is n0 < co such that |F"| = co+.
It is easy to see that the elements of En form a basis of /J+.
7. In this last section of the paper we give some applications of the results of the previous sections. So under Martin's axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis we prove a conjecture of Rosen thai given in [14] about the isomorphic structure of conjugate LX(X) spaces. Also, we extend another result of Rosenthal (Theorem 5.1 of [14] ) about the structure of the conjugate of the spaces C(S). In this case we define a function/: <p(A) -> cf>(A) with the rule f(a) = min{/3:/3 > a and \4>~\ß)\ > 2a}.
For every ß E </>(A) with/"'(/?) ^ 0 we define a decomposition of <p~x(ß) into sets {Aa: a G f~x(ß)} such that |Aa| = max{2a, |c¡>_1(a)|}. It is easy to see that the family {Aa: a G f~\ß), ß G f(<p(à))} is as desired.
Case 2. There is an a G <MA) such that 2" > \<p~x(ß)\ for all ß > a and ß G <KA).
We define a decomposition of </>(A) into A" A2 sets such that A, = {a: |t/>_1(a)| > 2"} andA2 = A \ A,.
From our assumptions it follows that |A2| > 2" for all a G A2. So there is a pairwise disjoint family of subsets of A2, say {Ea: a E A2}, with the properties |F"| > 2" and, for every ß E Ea, ß > a. Now the family {<¡>~x(a): a E A,} u {<í>~'(Fa): a E A2} is as desired and the proof is complete.
7.3. Lemma. Let a be an infinite cardinal and {ay: y ET} a family of cardinals. Assume, also, that there is t-Iz e/^(-ur)-»(2 ei'HiH.
\£<2«
/i Vyer /i an isomorphic embedding. Then the set A = (y E T: a, > a} Aas cardinality greater than or equal to 2".
Proof. We first recall a result of Lindenstrauss2 that states that for every a infinite cardinal the space L'{-1, 1}" is isomorphic to a subspace of a space (2ygr © L'{-1, l}""), provided that there is y E T such that ay > a.
This result implies that for every £ < 2" there is jc£ G L£{-1, 1}° such that l*£ll = l, H^rxA°7T*£)ll<4||r-, where ¿WÍ2 ©L'{-1, 1}^) ->( 2 ©L'{-l,l}a') is the usual projection. There is, also, F£ c A finite such that II^ax^ ° F(xi)||<4||F-1|rI-Assuming now that |A| < 2" we find E c A finite and G c 2a with |G| = co + such that, for every £ E G, F£ = F.
We claim that the family [PE ° F(x£): £ G G} is equivalent to the usual basis of /J+ although it is contained into the weakly compactly generated space (2yS£ © L'{-1, I}™-),, a contradiction. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
